Periodicity is prevalent in physical world, and many events involve more than one periods, e.g., individual's mobility, tide paern, and massive transportation utilization. Knowing the true periods of events can benet a number of applications, such as trac prediction, time-aware recommendation and advertisement, and anomaly detection. However, detecting multiple periods is a very challenging task due to not only the interwoven periodic paerns but also the low quality of event tracking records. In this paper, we study the problem of discovering all true periods and the corresponded occurring paerns of an event from a noisy and incomplete observation sequence. We devise a novel scoring function, by maximizing which we can identify the true periodic paerns involved in the sequence. We prove that, however, optimizing the objective function is an NP-hard problem. To address this challenge, we develop a heuristic algorithm named Timeslot Coverage Model (TiCom), for identifying the periods and periodic paerns approximately. e results of extensive experiments on both synthetic and reallife datasets show that our model outperforms the state-of-the-art baselines signicantly in various tasks, including period detection, periodic paern identication, and anomaly detection.
INTRODUCTION
Periodicity, the phenomenon that an event occurs with regular time intervals, is prevalent in our life. Although a handful of methods have been proposed for periodicity detection [4, 9-11, 13, 17, 21, 22, 25, 27, 30, 36] , most of them are unable to detect multiple periods -which are common for many real-life events. For instance, the precipitation rate in South America may increase every ve years under the El Niño condition; female body temperature rises during ovulation periods; Kate, a graduate student in Computer Science, works on her homework at a CS Lab every evening and aends a lecture in the CS Lab every Wednesday morning (but her calendar is not known by others). By detecting the multiple periods involved in Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for prot or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the rst page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permied. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specic permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. CIKM '17, November 6-10, 2017 , Singapore. © 2017 ACM. ISBN 978-1-4503-4918-5/17/11. . . $15.00 DOI: hps://doi.org/10.1145/3132847.3133027 a target event, we can understand the reoccurring paerns of events more thoroughly, which will benet a wide variety of applications, such as agricultural production, public policy-making, personal health condition tracking, and time-aware recommendation [38] .
In this paper, we study the problem of detecting multiple periods from event observation sequence, where each observation indicates whether or not an event takes place at a particular timestamp. Figure 1 shows an example of an observation sequence, where the circles and crosses denote whether the event happens or not at corresponding timestamps. In addition to periods, we are also interested in periodic paerns so that we can infer a given event happens at what timestamps. is enables various applications in prediction and anomaly detection, e.g., personal health assistant systems can predict the occurring times of symptoms if they could extract periodic paerns by analyzing the vital signs collected by wearable devices; periodicity has been demonstrated as an important factor underlying human mobility [5] , which can be combined with other mobility paerns (e.g., sequential paerns [41] ) to predict human movements more accurately for advertisement and planning applications [26, 39, 42] ; if the time of certain gatherings of people falls outside of a normal periodic paern, this could raise a ag for police departments who are watching out for riots or protests. However, detecting multiple periods is non-trivial because:
• Problem 1: Multiple periods interweave. It is dicult to tell how many periods are involved in a given observation sequence and which period each observation belongs to.
• Problem 2: Observations are oen incomplete due to limitations of data collection and inherent characteristics of the event, resulting in less evidence for periodicity detection. As shown in Figure 1 , the observations are missing at many timestamps, such as 0, 2, 3, 4, 5, etc.
• Problem 3: Events rarely follow the paerns strictly, resulting in irregular observations, or even noise. ere are two kinds of irregularities: false positives and false negatives. e former indicates that an event happens when it should not, e.g., Kate aended a company's information session at the CS Lab on a Monday aernoon; the laer means that the event does not happen when it should, e.g., Kate has no lecture to aend at the CS Lab on the Figure 2: An illustrative example of TiCom. Each timeslot is connected to its covered timestamps, in particular, to timestamps with positive observations by solid lines and to timestamps with negative observations by dashed lines.
Wednesday morning over spring break. e observations at timestamps 1, 43, and 58 in Figure 1 are all proved to be noise later. As we can see, the noise can contaminate observations and undermine a periodicity detection method. Existing periodicity detection approaches [4, 9-11, 13, 17, 21, 22, 25, 27, 30, 36] can successfully detect a single period from observation sequences with high sampling rate and lile noise, yet they cannot solve any of the three problems mentioned above. In this paper, we propose a generic approach that can address all three problems to eectively detect multiple periods from a noisy and incomplete observation sequence.
We assume that an observation sequence of a periodic event is generated by a mixture of periodic paerns with particular numbers of repetitions, contaminated by noise and missing observations to a certain extent. To represent the paerns of an event, we introduce the concept of timeslot -composed of a period l and an oset i, denoted by [l : i]. Aer segmenting a sequence with a timeslot's period and overlaying the pieces, if the timestamp lies in the oset of the segment, the timestamp is said to be covered by the timeslot. A timeslot can be either positive or negative: if positive, then an event that follows its paern will always occur at covered timestamps; if negative, the event will never occur. Figure 2 shows an example, if an event follows periodic paern with period 5 and positive timeslot [5 : 1], the event happens at timestamps 1, 6, 11, etc.
As discussed in Problem 1, multiple periods may interweave with each other. If an event follows paerns of dierent periods, then it is possible that a timestamp is covered by both a positive timeslot of one paern and a negative timeslot of another paern. We observe that the timestamp of each regular positive observation should be covered by at least one positive timeslot, whereas the timestamp of each regular negative observation should not be covered by any positive timeslots. In Kate's case, everyday evening and Wednesday morning are two positive timeslots. Assuming Kate strictly follows the two periodic paerns, when Kate is at lab (positive observation), she is either doing homework or aending lectures (positive timeslots); when she is not at lab (negative observation), then this is neither her regular homework time nor regular lecture time. Incomplete observations also make detecting multiple periods challenging (Problem 2). In addition, as discussed in Problem 3, events do not always strictly follow periodic paerns. Telling whether an observation is regular is dicult. To cope with the problem caused by irregular observations, noise and incomplete observations, we aim to nd the set of timeslots that can cover as many positive observations and as few negative observations as possible. en we return their corresponding periods as the detection results.
Based on this premise, we develop a scoring function to measure the qualities of a given set of timeslots. Two aspects have taken into account: how well it can cover the timestamps of positive observations and how well it can avoid the timestamps of negative observations. For example, in Figure 2 , compared with timeslot set {[5 : 3]}, the set {[5 : 1], [7 : 2] , [10 : 7] } has beer quality because it covers more timestamps of positive observations and fewer timestamps of negative ones. If the laer set is the optimal solution to the scoring function, then the positive observations not covered by it (e.g., at timestamp 43) and the negative observations covered by it (e.g., at timestamps 1 and 58) are false positive and false negative noise, respectively. As shown in Section 4, we prove that nding the timeslots which maximize the scoring function is an NP-hard problem by a reduction from the vertex cover problem on tripartite graphs [12] . To solve the problem, we propose an eective and ecient heuristic algorithm named Timeslot Coverage Model (TiCom), which iteratively selects the timeslot with the maximum score as result until the overall score does not increase. We evaluate the performance of TiCom on both synthetic and real-life datasets. Our experimental results demonstrate that our method outperforms state-of-the-art baselines signicantly on various tasks, including period detection, positive timeslot detection and anomaly detection.
In summary, the contributions of this paper are four-fold:
• We propose a general framework for periodicity detection.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the rst work that can detect multiple true periods -with periodic paernsof incomplete and noisy observation sequence of an event.
• We prove that maximizing the proposed scoring function is an NP-hard problem.
• We design an eective and ecient heuristic solution TiCom to nd positive timeslots based on the scoring function.
• e experimental results on both synthetic and real-life datasets show that TiCom outperforms state-of-the-art baselines signicantly on various tasks. e rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review related work. Section 3 provides the denition of notations and formulates the task. We introduce the optimization problem and the heuristic algorithm in Section 4. Experimental results are presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.
RELATED WORK 2.1 Periodic Pattern Mining
Given a time sequence of observations, periodic paern mining aims to discover periodic paerns with a given period. ere are two types of periodic paerns: full periodic and partial periodic [28] . e dierence lies in whether all paern points (full) or parts of them (partial) exhibit periodicity. In this paper, we try to discover multiple partial periodic paerns with dierent periods for an event.
A number of research work has been done [14, 15, 23, 31, 33 , 34] on mining periodic paerns from sequential data. Specically, Ozden et al. propose to discover cyclic association rules that reoccur in every cycle of the sequence. In reality, however, time sequences can seldom meet the requirement of which the paern is perfectly repeated. Han et al. [14, 15] relax the strong requirement on the perfect repetition of the paern and present several methods of ecient mining in frequent partial periodic paerns from itemset sequences, based on Apriori and max-subpaern hit set properties. e partial periodic paerns are later extended in many studies [31, [33] [34] [35] . Despite the inspiring results obtained by these pioneer studies, they are all based on the assumption that a periodic paern is a certain subsequence that appears frequently in the given sequence.
Single Period Detection
Extensive methods have been proposed to detect periods from time sequence data. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) based approaches and AutoCorrelation Function (ACF) based approaches are the most popular. Given a time sequence, FFT maps it to frequency domain and uses the inverse of the frequency with strongest power as the predicted period, while ACF estimates how similar a sequence is to its previous sequence with dierent lags and then uses the lag that maximizes ACF as the predicted period. Specically, Glynn et al. [13] , and Ahdesmaki et al. [2] detect periodicity by Lomb-Scargle periodogram [20] , a variation of Fourier Transform using leastsquares ing of sinusoidal curves. Berberidis et al. [4] propose to use ACF to detect the candidate periods for binary sequences. Elfeky et al. consider the cases where the sequences consist of observations of multiple events [9] . ey also employ ACF to detect the period of each event [9] [10] [11] . However, FFT cannot detect exact periods, especially large periods, due to the increasing width of the FFT bins [30] . It also suers from spectral leakage problems. ACF calls for a carefully selected signicance threshold for periods. Some proposals combine FFT and ACF for periodicity detection [17, 30] , but they are still ineective in handling partial periodic paerns and low-sampling rate, which are inherent problems in both FFT and ACF. Other techniques are employed for periodicity detection, such as seasonal-trend decomposition [6] , chi-squared test [21] , max subpaern tree [27] , sux tree [25] , paern combination [22] , projection [36] , etc. Nevertheless, all these methods work well for sequential data that have a relatively high sampling rate. When the sampling rate is low, the performance of these methods is limited. To address such problem, Junier et al. [16] detect periodic paerns based on that the timestamps at which an event happened tend to align, when the timeline is wrapped around a periodic solenoid. Li et al. [18, 19] segment the sequence into small chunks according to all possible periods, overlay them, and nd the period w.r.t. which the distribution of observation is highly skewed. Yuan et al. [40] extract periods of individuals' visits by a Bayesian generative model, based on the observations that the gap time between two consecutive visits is roughly a multiple of the period.
Multiple Period Detection
Several methods have been proposed to detect multiple periods in time sequences. Dongen et al. [29] leverage Lomb-Scargle method to nd a set of frequencies with highest power. For each frequency, they compute the standard deviation by temporarily subtracting the corresponding sinusoid from the time sequence. Parthasarathy et al. [24] combines FFT and ACF to detect multiple periods. Each time a period is detected, its harmonic component is subtracted from the original signal by a comb lter. Nevertheless, none of these can extract periodic paerns. Other studies exploits the support of the occurrences of periods. Yang et al. [37] rst calculate the supports of prime periods, then check composite periods that are multiples of those valid prime periods. Xu et al. [32] calculate the time intervals between any two timestamps at which an event happened. en they select the time intervals as periods if its support is greater than a threshold. However, the threshold is dicult to set. is method cannot address the low-sampling rate problem. Note that some other studies [9, 17] detect multiple periods for multiple events, rather than a single event.
3 PROBLEM SETTING AND OBJECTIVE e problem's input is a sequence of observations O = {o 0 , o 1 , ..., o n−1 } with size n, where o t = 1 if it is observed that the event happens at timestamp t, o t = −1 if it does not happen at t, or o t = 0 if the observation at t is missing or unknown. Based on the observation values o t , we group timestamps t into positive timestamps set T O = {t |o t = 1}, negative timestamps set F O = {t |o t = −1} and missing timestamps set M O = {t |o t = 0}. A timestamp t is positive, negative, or missing, depending on the set it belongs to. Note that o t = −1 (negative observation) and o t = 0 (missing observation) are dierent: the former means we observe that the event does not happen at t; the laer says we do not know whether the event happens at t due to incomplete sampling. Consider the event that Kate visits the CS Lab. Suppose the observation sequences
, from which we know that Kate stayed in the lab at timestamp 21 but not at timestamp 23 (e.g., she was in her dorm) and we do not know where she was at timestamp 22 because the corresponding observation is missing. Suppose Kate goes to class in the CS Lab at 9:00 am every Wednesday. us, in addition to paern p with period 24, the observation sequence also follows paern p 0 with period 24 ⇥ 7. As a result, although the observation at 9:00 am on Wednesday should be negative according to p, it might be positive due to p 0 .
Denition 1. We dene a timeslot s i as a pair of a period l and an oset i, denoted by [l : i]. Timestamp t is covered by timeslot
We may nd that if O has a period l (e.g., 24), then it will follows the multiples of l (e.g., 48) as well, because the positive timeslots of the paern of l (e.g., [24 : 20] Here we use S = {[l, i]} to encode the prior knowledge of the event periodicity, e.g., Kate may visit the CS Lab in aernoon or evening with possible periods 1 day and 1 week. Aer we nd the optimal timeslots set, we report their periods as the detected periods, and the timeslots with the same period form a paern of the event. If no prior knowledge is available, we can set a reasonable large enough upper bound period l max (e.g., 24 ⇥ 31, or n/2) and use the timeslots of all periods ranging from 2 to l max as S.
PROPOSED MODEL 4.1 Model Formulation
Assume that the observation sequence O strictly follows several periods, i.e., an event always or never happens predictably according to these periods and there is no missing observation. We observe that the timestamps of positive observations must be covered by at least one positive timeslot of a period, and the timestamps of negative observations must not be covered by a positive timeslot of any period. is can be explained as follows. Consider the probability that the event happens at time t, i.e., P (o t = 1). Suppose t is covered by a set of timeslots S and the event happening at s 2 S follows a Bernoulli trial with success probability p s . en we have:
Given o t = 1, if all timeslots s 2 S are negative, i.e., p s = 0, P (o t = 1) is 0, then it contradicts the observation result and thus t must be covered by a positive timeslot. Similarly, the probability of an event not happening at t is calculated as follows:
If any timeslot s 2 S is positive, P (o t = −1) = 0, which contradicts o t = −1. us t must not be covered by any positive timeslots. Based on the observation, we formalize our model as follows:
Periodicity detection problem. Given a sequence O and a candidate timeslot set S, we aim to nd a set of positive timeslots S ⇤ ✓ S such that 1) no timeslot in S ⇤ is contained by another, and 2) the following scoring function is maximized:
e rst part of Equation 3 measures how well the positive observations are covered by the candidate timeslots, and the second part measures how well the negative observations are not covered by any candidate timeslots. e two parts are balanced by a weighing parameter α 2 [0, 1]. Ideally, if we have no noise and missing observations, then the score of S ⇤ is 1.
Equation 3 can be transformed as follows:
where
We can beer understand the scoring function using the Venn diagram in Figure 3 , which represents the example illustrated in Figure 2 . ere are 4 candidate positive timeslots, whose positive timestamp sets are represented by ellipses. Note that dierent P s of timeslot s 2 S may overlap with each other (e.g., timestamp 51 belongs to both P [5:1] and P [7:2] ), and they may intersect with sets T O , M O , and F O . To maximize the scoring function 4, we try to nd a subset of timeslots S ⇤ ✓ S such that: 1) the ratio of the grid-paern area ( S s 2S ⇤ T P s ) against the area of T O is maximized, and 2) the ratio of the doed-paern area ( Maximizing the score function enables us to addresses the problems of interleaving periods, low-sampling rate and noise in the following ways. 1) the detected positive timeslots may involve multiple periods. us it is able to detect multiple periods; 2) we map the positive or negative timestamps to positive timeslots, rather than checking the observations at all timestamps. erefore, it is robust to the low-sampling problem; 3) we aim to cover more positive observations and fewer negative observations. Consequently, our model is less sensitive to noise, which may only account for a small fraction of the observations.
Problem Complexity
eorem: Our periodicity detection problem as dened in Denition 6 is NP-hard.
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Proof: We prove this by a reduction from the NP-hard minimum vertex cover problem in a tripartite graph [12] . In any tripartite graph, we can always partition the vertices into 3 sets s.t. there is no edge between the nodes from the same partition. e vertex cover problem aims to nd a smallest set of vertices s.t. all edges will be covered by selected vertices. Given a tripartite graph G = (V , E), and its three tripartition vertex sets V a , V b , and V c , we map this tripartite graph to an instance of our problem as follows:
First, we nd the rst 3 primes greater than |V | and denote them as l a , l b , and l c , respectively. According to the density of primes, nding all these primes should be of complexity O (|V |) [3] 
We choose a value for α such that
is at least 1 positive timestamp not covered by S n , and at most all negative timestamps covered by S p but not by S n . Hence, the best set of timeslots in the mapped periodicity detection problem must cover all positive timeslots and the fewest negative timeslots, and this is exactly the optimal solution for the vertex cover in the tripartite graph G.
In summary, we can reduce the the vertex cover problem in a tripartite graph G = (V , E) which is NP-hard to an instance of our problem, where we have |V | timeslots, an observation sequence of
, and a suitable α value. us we complete the proof that our problem is NP-hard.
Solution
We propose out algorithm TimeSlot Coverage Model (TiCom) that can iteratively select the set of positive timeslots to maximize the scoring function in Equation 4 . In each iteration, we select the timeslot that can increase the score most. Let S ⇤ and P S ⇤ be the sets of the selected positive timeslots and the timestamps covered by the timeslots in S ⇤ , respectively. en the additional score brought by timeslot s 2 S is calculated as follows:
We repeat this process until no timeslot can be found to increase the score f O (S ⇤ ). Each time a timeslot is selected, we remove s 0 2 S ⇤ that is contained by s. Note that we do not need to check if s is contained by the timeslot s 00 2 S. If we do so, s will not be selected, as P s ✓ P s 00 , score + O (s) = 0. e algorithm of TiCom is summarized in Algorithm 1. For each timeslot s = [l : k], by brute force, it takes n/l to calculate the score. In the worst-case scenario, we iterate |S | times. Each time a timeslot is selected, we re-calculate the score of the remaining timeslots. us, the total time complexity is O (
Since S can contain at most all n (n+1) 2 possible timeslots, we have the following inequality:
As a result, the worst-case time complexity of the brute-force algorithm is O (n 4 ). e bole-neck of TiCom's eciency is when each time a timeslot is selected, we need to re-calculate the score for every remaining timeslot. We can optimize the algorithm as follows. For each candidate timeslot s 0 2 S, we record |T P s 0 | and |FP s 0 |. Each time a timeslot s is selected, for each timestamp t 2 P s − P S ⇤ , we reduce |T P s 0 | or |FP s 0 | by one if o t = 1 or −1 for every timeslot s 0 2 {s 00 = [l 00 , k 00 ]|t mod l 00 ⌘ k 00 , s 00 2 S − S ⇤ ]}. en, instead of re-calculating score for every candidate timeslot, we only need to update score score + O (s 0 ) of timeslot s 0 whose |T P s 0 | or |FP s 0 | is modied due to the selection of s. During optimization, every timestamp will be added and removed exactly once, and thus the number of modications to those T P and FP is no more than the total occurrences of timestamps in timeslots, which is
possible timeslots, the worst-case time complexity is O (n 2 ).
Note that some wrong timeslots with longer periods might be selected by TiCom. is is because as the number of observations is xed, fewer observations will be covered by a timeslot of a larger period. Also, even a few false positive observations will signicantly increase the scores (rst part of the right hand side of Equation 6 ). us, the scores of these timeslots are more sensitive to noise. To address this problem, we set a threshold score for timeslots with the same period. Specically, given an observation sequence, we can generate a random permutation, which exhibits no periodicity and thus no timeslot is a positive timeslot. For each permutation, we calculate the score of every timeslot s = [l : k] and keep track of the largest score for the period l. We repeat the process 100 times. For each period l, use the 99 th largest score as the threshold δ l of the timeslots with period l. e timeslots [l : k] whose scores are smaller than δ l will be excluded from S ⇤ .
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate the proposed method on both synthetic and real-life datasets.
Experimental Settings
We generate synthetic datasets (i.e., observation sequences) according to a set of parameters including periods and periodic paerns. Since the periods and periodic paerns are known, we are able to check how well dierent methods can recover these groundtruths for given testing sequences.
Data Generation.
We use synthetic datasets to test the eectiveness of the proposed method, where the datasets are generated by the follow steps:
Step 1: We randomly select a set of |L| periods L = {l j } |L |−1 j=0 from a uniform distribution in the range of [10:100), and for each period l j 2 L, we randomly generate a set of positive timeslots S + j with a randomly selected size |S + j | 2 [1, |L| − 1]; Step 2: We x a number of repetitions m, and set n = m ⇥ l max as the length of time sequences, where l max is the largest period in L;
Step 3: We generate observations {o t } n−1 t =0 according to the mixture of selected positive timeslots
, and set o t = −1 otherwise.
Step 4: We x a sampling rate η, and set o t = 0, t 2 [0, n − 1] (missing observation) with probability (1 − η).
Step 5: We x a noise ratio β, and negate each non-zero observation (i.e., making 1 as -1 and -1 as 1) with probability β.
By 41] }, and set the values of n, α, β and η as 300, 0.6, 0.1 and 0.1, respectively 1 .
Methods for Comparison.
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT): We employ Fast Fourier Transform to nd the frequencies with the greatest power, and use their inverse as the predicted periods. To determine the number of periods, we employ the widely adopted 99% condence approach [17, 18, 30] . Histogram and Fourier Transform (Histogram): We apply FFT on the histogram of gap time between positive observations, and report the periods with 99% condence w.r.t. spectral power. AUTOPERIOD [30] : We adapt the method proposed in [30] for multiple period detection. Specically, we rst apply Fourier Transform to identify the ranges of candidate periods, within which return the periods with power peak as results. Autocorrelation and Fourier Transform (ACFFFT): We rst calculate the autocorrelation (ACF) of dierent gap time, then retain the ones with 99% condence w.r.t. ACF as candidates for further validation using FFT: only those whose frequencies are 99% condence w.r.t. spectral power will be returned as results. Discrepancy-based method (Discrepancy [18] ). We calculate the discrepancy score for each candidate period. To detect multiple periods, each time we report the period with greatest score, and remove the observations belonging to the period. We iterate the process until no period with positive score can be found. Lomb-Scargle Multiple Period Searching (LS [29] ). We rst apply Lomb-Scargle method to nd a set of frequencies with highest power, and then for each frequency compute the standard deviation by temporarily subtracting its sinusoid from the time sequence. Composite Period Searching (CPS [37] ). is method rst calculates the support of each prime-length period. All the periods with supports greater than a threshold are reported as results. Interval Support based Method (IS [32] ). is method calculates the gap time between every pair of positive observations, and reports the periods with support greater than the threshold. Timeslot Coverage Model (TiCom). Our proposed model. CPS and IS require a support threshold. We x it as the optimal value 0.1 by grid search under the default parameter seing. TiCom takes no candidate timeslots but the upper bound period as input.
Tasks and Evaluation Metrics.
For each synthetic observation sequence, we know all true periodic paerns (including true periods and positive timeslots) it involves. Based on the patterns, we can tell whether an observation is regular or noise. With the availability of the groundtruth information, we evaluate the performance of our proposed method by the following three tasks:
Period Detection. We check whether a method can correctly detect all true periods for an observation sequence.
Positive Timeslot Detection. In addition to period detection, a good method should be able to understand the periodic paerns of observation sequence. us, the second task evaluates how well a method can detect all true positive timeslots.
Anomaly Detection. We are interested in seeing whether a method can successfully separate all irregular observations from regular ones. An observation is regarded as anomaly if it is covered by positive timeslots but the value is negative, or it is not covered by any positive slots but the value is positive (See Section 1).
We use the average F-1 measure of 100 trials as the evaluation metric. Note that the periodogram-based methods, namely, FFT, Histogram, AUTOPERIOD, ACFFFT, and LS, cannot infer the periodic paerns. us, they are incapable of detecting positive timeslots and anomalies. When evaluating the performance, we follow previous study [18] and set the upper bound period l max to be 99.
Eectiveness Study
An good method should be able to perform well regardless of the choice of parameters. We change the value of a parameter each time, and examine the eectiveness of dierent methods.
Performance w.r.t. sampling rate η. We vary η and plot the results of all methods performed on dierent tasks in Figure 5 (a), 5(b), and 5(c), respectively. We can nd that our proposed method TiCom always achieves the best F-1 scores in all three tasks under all parameter seings, even when the sampling rate is low. is is because our model maps observations into positive timeslots, and nd the set of timeslots that can maximize the overall score function. In comparison, the F-1 scores of other baselines are much worse. Specically, the support-based method CPS and IS can hardly detect any true periods or timeslots when sampling rate is smaller than 0.25. As η increases, the performance of IS enjoys a rapid growth, because a greater sampling rate will make the supports more reliable. However, IS, even at its peak, still performs inferior to that of TiCom, and starts to drop aer η=0.45, because some wrong periods start to have enough supports to be returned. Similarly, when η becomes larger ( Figure 5(c) ), CPS tends to return prime-length periods as the results, which however are not the true periods. e Fourier transform based methods FFT, Histogram and AUTOPERIOD can beer detect periods with the increase of η, because more observations are available for period detection. e performance of ACFFFT increases at η = 0.1, and stays stable aerwards. is is because calculating ACF calls for enough number of observations. When the observations are sucient, the performance still hits a ceiling because ACF is designed for sequences with only 1 period. When multiple periodic paerns interweave, the positive observations generated by a periodic paern will disturb the sequence alignment of other paerns. e F-1 score of Discrepancy decreases when η increases, because Discrepancy favors the periods in which the positive observations and negative observations can be separated. us, as more observations become available, this method tends to report longer periods (smallest common multiple of possible periods). However, such long periods are not desirable as they can provide lile information about the occurring paerns of an event.
Performance w.r.t. noise ratio β. We vary β and plot the performance of dierent methods for the three tasks in Figure 5 5(e) show that with the ratio of noise increasing, the eectiveness of all methods in detecting periods and timeslots decreases and reaches the boom at β=0.45. Our model TiCom achieves the best performance all the time, because it selects timeslots that can cover more positive observations but fewer negative ones. As a result, the inuence of noise is mitigated. Among the baselines, the performance of ACFFFT drops the fastest, because the ACF-based model is sensitive to noise, which hinders the sequence alignment. FFT, Histogram and AUTOPERIOD reach their peaks at β=0.25 or 0.35, probably because the spectral leakage problem is suppressed by the noise at these points, but the time series is overwhelmed by noise aerwards. e performance of Discrepancy keeps stable and starts to decline at β = 0.35, succumbing its robustness to noise. CPS and IS fail to detect any true periods or timeslots, because the support-based methods are sensitive to noise. For anomaly detection ( Figure 5(f) ), however, the performances of these two methods are fairly decent when β is large (their curves oen overlap with each other). We found they can only detect one wrong positive timeslots, and thus they tend to classify most of the observations as anomalies. With the increase of β, there are more irregular observations in the sequences, thus these two methods have good recall values that bring the F-1 score up.
Performance w.r.t. number of repetitions m. We vary m and plot the results of dierent methods on the three tasks in Figure 5 (g), 5(h) and 5(i). TiCom dominates with perfect results from the beginning to the end, because it cares about the percentage of covered observations, rather than the exact number. In addition, with m increases, the performance of Discrepancy decreases on the tasks of period detection and timeslots detection. e reasons are the same as the experiments with varying the sampling rate η.
Performance w.r.t. number of periods |L|. We are interested in the capability that a method can discover dierent number of periods from the observation sequences. To examine this, we rst randomly generate a set of periods L with size |L| ranging from 10 to 100. For each period l 2 L, we randomly select a number of positive timeslots M l , and generate positive timeslots ranging from 0 to l − 1, where 1  M l  min( p l, 5). When generating the set of positive timeslots of all periods l 2 L, we guarantee that no positive timeslot is contained by another.
We vary the value of |L| from 1 to 10, and plot the results of dierent methods on Figure 6 . As we can see, when |L| = 1, both Discrepancy and TiCom achieve the best F-1 scores. is is because Discrepancy is a special case of TiCom when there is only a single period and α = 0.5, even though the theoretical premises of the two methods are dierent. When |L| > 1, TiCom performs much beer than Discrepancy. e results of other baselines are much worse, because IS and CPS are sensitive to sampling rate and noise, and the other methods are not designed to detect multiple periods.
Sensitivity to α. We vary α and plot the results in Figure 7 . From the gures, we can nd that TiCom can achieve good accuracy in a large range from α = 0.5 to 0.9 with peaks at 0.6 and 0.7.
Eciency Study
For many events like water level, precipitation rate and ocean temperature, the observation sequences can be very long and are only geing longer. us, a good periodicity detection method should be ecient and scale well to handle such data. In this section, we examine the running time of dierent methods under dierent non-zero observations (controlled by η) and length of observation sequences (controlled by m). We increase η from 0.1 to 1.0, and increase n from 100 to 1000. Under each seing, we run each method 100 times, and plot the average running time. e eciency is tested on an iMac with 3.2GHz quad-core Intel Core i5 CPU and 16G RAM. From the two gures, we nd the support-based methods IS and CPS are always the most ecient, but they can hardly detect any true periods or timeslots. Among the eective methods, TiCom is the most ecient. In addition, TiCom shows superior scalability.
For example, the average running time of TiCom on m=100, 400, 700, 1000 are 101.11, 237.68, 625.42 and 919.96 ms. Our method also scales well w.r.t. η. Specically, when η=0.1, 0.4, 0.7, 1.0, the average running time of TiCom is 240.96, 742.66, 1032.41, and 1099.04, respectively. Among the baselines, LS is the most time consuming: when m=1000, it takes 279,718.37 ms to nish a prediction. It is interesting to observe that TiCom runs even faster than FFT. A possible reason is that FFT needs additional time to calculate the 99% condence spectral power. Although TiCom faces the same problem, FFT requires more computation time because it must extend the length of observations to a power of 2. As the extension is repeated 100 times, FFT becomes much slower.
Case Study on Real-life Data
We use human mobility data and tide height data to evaluate the eectiveness of the proposed method. For both experiments, the parameter α is set to 0.7 ( Figure 7) . Its value can be tuned when a development set is available.
Mobility Periodicity Detection.
Reality Mining Dataset. is dataset contains the call logs, cell tower IDs and inferred where 106 students and faculty are at every hour [8] . For each hour, if the cellphone of an individual is within the range of the cell towers on campus, we get a positive observation. If the cellphone is within the range of other cell towers, we get a negative observation. Otherwise the observation is missing. We consider the users who have length of observation sequence greater than 200 (the greatest possible period). Aer pre-processing, there are 71 users, with average observation length 2327 (about 97 We perform the methods FFT, ACFFFT (AF), LS, Discrepancy (DC), and TiCom (TC) to detect the periods for each individual, and record the detection results if any method nd both 24 and 168 as the closest-to-true-value periods. Note that the two periods are not known by any testing methods in advance. We found only the proposed TiCom can nd such periods. e the top 2 periods of 5 randomly selected users with periods 24 and 168 being identied by TiCom are presented in Table 1 . Among the ve methods, TiCom can detect both 24 and 168 as true periods for 9 users, while none of other methods can nd one. is demonstrates the eectiveness of our proposed model in multiple period detection.
We also illustrate the positive timeslots of periods 24 and 168 for user 8 that are detected by TiCom in Table 2 (for the timeslots of 168, we convert them into day:hour pairs). We can nd that the user stays at campus everyday aernoon from 2:00 to 5:00PM. In addition, from Monday to ursday, the user arrive a lile earlier and leave a lile late, but such paern cannot be observed on Friday and weekends. e results again demonstrate the eectiveness of TiCom in discovering individuals' mobility paerns. Twitter Data. We randomly select 200 twier users, and crawled the most recent 3,200 tweets. We map the geo-tagged tweets to 10*10 meters grids. We only focus on the users who posted more than 200 geo-annotated tweets. Aer ltering, 116 users are le. For each user, we nd the grid that he/she visits most frequently, and transform the visiting records into observation sequences on an hourly-basis: if the user posted a tweet within the grid, we have a positive observation at the corresponding hour. If the tweet is posted in other grids, we have a negative observation. e average length of observation sequence is 29,628 (about 3 years and 4 months), and the average number of observations is 1,170.52. In contrast to that on RM dataset, this time all methods can detect 24 and 168 for several users, probably because the average observation number and observation length are much larger. We randomly select 5 users for whom any of the testing methods can detect 24 and 168 as their periods, and list the detection results in Table 3 . We nd that the baseline methods report several periods rare in real world, such as 6, 21, 112. In addition, TiCom can identify 24 and 168 as the periods for 16 users, while the number is 11, 13, 14, and 0 for FFT, AF, LS, and DC, respectively.
Tide Cycle Detection.
Tides are the rise and fall of sea levels caused by the combined eects of the gravitational forces exerted by the Moon and the Sun and the rotation of Earth [1]. erefore they have multiple periods a.k.a. tide cycles. e primal period is about 12 hours and 25.2 minutes (principal lunar semi-diurnal); when it's new moon (roughly a lunar month), the tide's range is at its maximum due to the gravity of the Sun and Moon from the same side.
We collected the water level records of Boston, MA from July 01 to August 31, with 6 minutes as the sampling interval 2 (the tide levels are ploed in Figure 9 ). en, we convert the observations into time sequence as follows: we rst detect all peaks and booms, and then rank peak heights and boom heights respectively in descending order. e median height of peaks h p and the median height of booms h b are used as the thresholds, i.e., if the water level h t at time t is larger than h p , we have observation o t = 1; if the water level h t is smaller than h b , we have o t = −1; otherwise o t = 0. Aer conversion, we get an observation sequence of length 14880, containing 282 non-zero observations. Our method is designed to detect periodic paerns from sequences made up of -1, 0, 1, which has some crucial applications in real life. Take our test data as an example, it's unsafe to sail when the tide range exceeds a threshold (e.g., h p − h b ). e detected periods and paerns can inform sailors of safe dates to go out into the ocean. Admiedly, some methods can deal with numeric observations, but we feed all methods with the same observation sequence for a fair comparison. Again, we perform 5 methods FFT, AF, LS, DC and TC on the sequence. e detected periods and the numbers of detected periods of these methods are shown in Table 4 . To make it easier to read, we convert the detected periods on a hourly-(hr) or daily-(d) basis.
From the table, we nd the baselines FFT, AF, and LS report more than 15 periods, most of which are obviously incorrect, such as 1.8 hours and 2.5 hours. Calculating from the sampling rate (6 minutes), we have 12.4 hours as the closest period to the ground truth of 12 hours and 25.2 minutes. DC does successfully detect the 
CONCLUSION
Many events involve with multiple periods. How to detect them and their corresponding periodic paerns is still an open problem. e interweaving periods, incomplete observations and noise make up three major challenges. To address them, we dene a scoring function to measure how well an observation sequence can be generated by a set of periodic paerns. However, maximizing the scoring function is an NP hard problem. To this end, we develop a heuristic algorithm -Timeslot Coverage Model (TiCom), to identify periods and periodic paerns. Extensive experimental results on both synthetic and real-life datasets have demonstrated TiCom's superior eectiveness and eciency against state-of-the-art baselines. Several interesting directions exist for future exploration. First, in addition to noise and low sampling rate, time series may also involve shi bias, e.g., Kate visits the CS Lab at 6:30 PM from January to March, but at 8:00 PM from April to May. We plan to handle the shi bias in our future work. Second, in our problem seing the times of observations are divided into integer bins. Support times in real numbers is also in our plan. Last, it would be promising to exploit the values of observations for period detection.
